Although both theoretical predications and experimental observations demonstrated that the damping factor is anisotropic at ferromagnet/semiconductor interface with robust interfacial spin-orbit coupling, it is not well understood whether non-local Gilbert damping driven by spin currents in heavy metal/ferromagnetic metal (HM/FM) bilayers is anisotropic or not. Here, we investigated the in-plane angularand frequency-dependence of magnetic relaxation of epitaxial Fe/MgO(001) films with different capping layers of Pd and Cu. After disentangling the parasitic contributions, such as two-magnon scattering (TMS), mosaicity, and field-dragging effect, we unambiguously observed that both local and non-local Gilbert damping are isotropic in Fe(001) plane, suggesting that the pure spin currents absorption is independent of Fe magnetization orientation in the epitaxial Pd/Fe heterostructure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of spintronic devices inquires deeper understanding of the magnetization relaxation mechanism [1] [2] [3] . The Gilbert damping factor, one of key parameters in spin dynamics, characterizes the energy transfer from the spin subsystem to the lattice and governs the magnetization switching time and the critical current density in spin transfer torque devices [4] [5] [6] . Since the shape of Fermi surface depends on the orientation of the magnetization direction due to the spin-orbit interaction, an anisotropic Gilbert damping is expected in single crystal ultrathin films [7] [8] [9] [10] . Chen et al. discovered an anisotropic damping in the Fe/GaAs(001) ultrathin films where an robust interfacial spin-orbit field exists, due to GaAs substrate. The magnitude of damping anisotropy, however, decreases with increasing Fe thickness, and disappears when the Fe thickness is larger than 1.9 nm [11] [12] [13] .
Besides intrinsic Gilbert damping in ferromagnetic materials (FM), spin currents sink into heavy metals (HM) or other magnetic layers importing non-local Gilbert damping in HM/FM bilayers or spin valve structure according to spin pumping model [14] [15] [16] . Although anisotropic magnetization relaxation in ferromagnetic multilayers was observed, it is debated whether the absorption of pure spin currents is anisotropic or isotropic in ferromagnetic multilayers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This is because the frequency-and angular-dependent ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth results are often contaminated by parasitic contributions, such as two-magnon scattering (TMS), mosaicity, and field-dragging effect. Li Simple FM/HM bilayers would be a more convincing candidate to explore the non-local relaxation mechanism. Excluding the misleading dragging effect and the deceitful extrinsic terms, we unambiguously observed that both local and non-local
Gilbert damping are isotropic in Fe(001) plane. The isotropic non-local Gilbert damping suggests that the pure spin currents absorption is independent of Fe magnetization orientation, which is supported by the first principles calculation.
II. EXPERIMENTS
Samples were prepared in molecular beam epitaxy chambers with a basic pressure -10 2 10 × mbar 24 . Prior to deposition, MgO(001) substrate was annealed at 700 ℃ for 2 hours, and then 6 nm Fe film was deposited on a MgO(001) substrate using electron-beam gun, and finally 5 nm Pd was covered on Fe films. The crystalline quality and epitaxial relationship was confirmed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). It has been revealed that the films were grown with the epitaxial relationship Pd(001)<110>||Fe(001)<100>||MgO(001)<110> (see the inset of Fig. 1(b) ). For comparison, Cu(3.5 nm)/Fe(6 nm)/MgO(001) sample was also prepared. In-plane VNA-FMR measurements were performed by facing the sample down on employing a co-planar waveguide (CPW) and recording the transmission coefficient S 21 25-27 . All depositions and measurements were performed at room temperature. Fig. 2(a) shows schematically the stacked sample and the measured configuration. The representative FMR spectra at fixed frequency 13.4 GHz and various magnetic field angles H ϕ are illustrated in Fig. 2 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, Re S 21 , S 0 , H, L and D are the real part of transmission parameter, the offset, the external magnetic field, the symmetric and antisymmetric magnitude, respectively 25-27 . The resonance frequency f is given by Kittel formula 
The angular dependent FMR measurements were performed by rotating the samples in plane while sweeping the applied magnetic field. At a fixed frequency of 13.4 GHz, the angular dependence of H r can be derived from Eq. (2) Comparing to the sample with Cu capping layer, Pd/Fe interface modifies the out-of-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, and has a negligible contribution to the in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy.
In contrast to the four-fold symmetry of H r , the angular dependence of H ∆ for the samples with Pd and Cu capping layers indicates to be superposition of four-fold and quasi-eight-fold contributions, as shown in Fig In order to understand the mechanism of anisotropic magnetic relaxation, we must take both intrinsic and extrinsic contributions into account [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . H ∆ is followed by the expression 32 :
The first term denotes TMS, representing that a uniform prerecession magnon ( 0 k = ) is scattered into a degenerate magnon ( 0 k ≠ ) due to imperfect crystal structure.
Therefore, the contribution of TMS to the linewidth relies heavily on the symmetrical distribution of defects and manifests anisotropic feature accordingly. The second term describes the mosaicity contribution in a film plane, which is caused by a slightly spread of magnetic parameters on a very large scale. The last term In the case of Fe/MgO(001) epitaxial film, the contribution of TMS to FMR linewidth composes of numerous two-fold and four-fold TMS channels [31] [32] [33] [34] ,
Here, The angular dependence of mosaicity contribution can be described as 
and 
where 0 H ∆ is inhomogeneous non-Gilbert linewidth at zero-frequency [25] [26] [27] . Fig. 5 shows H ∆ dependence on frequency at various H ϕ . Obviously, H ∆ versus f can be fitted linearly with (Fig. 3 a-b) . Table I summarizes the fitted parameters in the two samples.
Compared with Cu/Fe sample, one observes a significant reduction of mosaicity broadening and a negligible TMS term in Pd/Fe bilayers. In fact, due to high mobility, the capping layer Cu forms nanocrystallites on Fe film, which causes interfacial defects dependence on the crystallographic axes [35] [36] [37] [38] . The interfacial defects will impact a four-fold linewidth broadening due to TMS. In contrast, the excellent epitaxial quality at Pd/Fe interface not only ensures a sharp interfacial structure, but also reduces defect density to decrease TMS contribution. Moreover, the mosaicity contribution, indicating the fluctuation of the magnetic anisotropy field, could be strengthen by the interfacial stacking faults. Consequently, a fully epitaxial structure could significantly decrease the extrinsic contributions, especially TMS and mosaicity terms.
Taking these contributions to magnetization relaxation into account, the 
Eq. (10) converges to the Eq. (9) with the applied magnetic field along the directions without field-dragging, i.e. easy axes Fe<100> or hard axes Fe<110> 13 .
After distinguishing the contributions of extrinsic terms and field-dragging effect, the Gilbert damping factors eff a along various directions are shown in Fig. 6(a) .
According to the classical spin pumping model 14 , precessional magnetization in FM layer will pump spins into adjacent nonmagnetic metals across interface. Cu with only s conduction band has a smaller spin-flip probability and a larger spin diffusion length than 500 nm 39 , therefore, the reference sample Cu/Fe cannot increase the Gilbert damping due to a capping layer Cu. In contrast, Pd-layer with strong spin-orbit coupling has a larger spin-flip probability, the injected spin currents are dissipated in Pd-layer, and enhance the intrinsic Gilbert damping of Fe film. The enhancement of the Gilbert damping allows us to comprehend the non-local relaxation mechanism.
Obviously, it can be seen from Fig. 6(a) that there is no strong relation between the non-local Gilbert damping and the magnetization orientation in epitaxial film Pd/Fe. 
The obtained isotropic value 19 2 =1.23 10
× is comparable to the literatures [40] [41] [42] .
In order to theoretically investigate the dependence of the non-local Gilbert damping on the magnetization orientation, the first principles calculation was performed to calculate the total Gilbert damping of the Pd/Fe/Pd multilayer on the basis of the scattering theory [43] [44] [45] . The electronic structure of the Pd/Fe interface was calculated self-consistently using the surface Green's function technique implemented with the tight-binding linearized muffin-tin orbitals method. Within the atomic sphere approximation, the charge and spin densities and the effective Kohn-Sham potentials were evaluated inside atomic spheres. The total Gilbert damping was then calculated using the scattering theory of magnetization dissipationtemperature via introducing frozen thermal lattice disorder into a 5x5 lateral supercell 43 . 
